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Market Commentary 

 

The 3rd quarter of 2017 has been a good quarter for global equity markets, with the economic 

data continuing to point to a healthy global economy. Against the positive economic back-

drop, central bankers have continued to indicate that they want to gradually reduce the 

level of monetary policy stimulus in place. The US Federal Reserve (the Fed) announced that 

it will start the process of “quantitative tightening”.  The Fed also continues to suggest that 

another rate rise is on the cards for December. Meanwhile, the European Central Bank (ECB) 

looks set to announce a further slowdown in the pace of its own QE program and, not to be 

left out, even the Bank of England (BoE) has strongly suggested that it will raise interest rates 

before the year is out.  

US equity markets have had a remarkably smooth journey so far this year, with this quarter 

proving to be no exception. Healthy US stock market gains, with low volatility, are being driv-

en by the fact that investors are seeing decent earnings growth come through from corpo-

rates with little sign of any near-term recession risk. Consumer confidence remains buoyant 

and business investment intentions are rising.  There is also renewed talk of tax reform from 

Washington, but market expectations for delivery of stimulus remain quite muted.  Markets 

have rallied since the election, predominantly because of better US and global growth this 

year, not because they expect fiscal stimulus. 

Emerging market growth and rebounding earnings have helped emerging market equities to 

deliver very strong returns this year and quarter.  In Japan, equities had a strong quarter as 

the acceleration in global growth helped lift exports to 18% year-on-year growth. Japanese 

equities are showing that they are not just reliant on a weaker yen, which was flat against the 

dollar over the quarter. In Europe, growth has continued to improve, providing a positive 

backdrop for strong corporate profit growth as stronger sales drive margin expansion. We 

have seen a rebound in consumption as an improving labour market supports consumer con-

fidence.  In response to the improved growth picture and lower deflation risks, ECB President 

Mario Draghi has led markets to expect an announcement in October of a further reduction 

in the pace of QE purchases, probably from January. In the UK, the news continues to be 

dominated by Brexit negotiations. Theresa May signaled in Florence that she wants a transi-

tional deal, but provided no clarity on the desired end point for the UK after a transitional pe-

riod. The political outlook in the UK remains highly uncertain. The economic outlook is not 

much clearer. Despite this highly uncertain backdrop, the Bank of England have made it 

clear that they think that an interest rate rise is warranted this year, with possibly more to 

come next year.  

After a strong rally early in the quarter, government bonds sold off in September as markets 

started to take central bank tightening communications more seriously. This left government 

bonds broadly flat over the quarter. Flows continued to pour into emerging market bonds as 

investors continued to seek higher real yields than those available from developed market 

government debt.  SA bond returns received support from the global hunt for yield and rapid-

ly falling domestic inflation during the third quarter of 2017.  

SA equity valuations have improved due to a flat market in the past 3 years and an earnings 

rebound from a low base. Nevertheless, political tensions have destroyed domestic confi-

dence, which remains a negative influence on locally-produced earnings. In our opinion, 

there is a good chance of the rating agencies acting on SA’s weak growth, worsening fiscal 

outlook and sizeable contingent liabilities in SA’s SOEs, by June 2018.  Although the rand has 

remained resilient in the face of sovereign ratings and political risks, it remains vulnerable to a 

change in EM risk sentiment.  For now, SA remains vulnerable to fickle portfolio flows to cover 

its current account deficit and as such the need to maintain a healthy real interest rate differ-

ential with developed markets still exists. Food disinflation and recent currency appreciation 

inflation should drag inflation lower in the next two quarters.  Despite this the SA Reserve Bank 

will likely take the opportunity to cut rates and we expect a further interest rate cut before 

the end of the first quarter of 2018.                                                                                               …./2 
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Leonard Cohen’s Hallelujah “is so not Picasso; it is Cezanne” – Malcolm Gladwell’s Revisionist History. 

In his latest podcast series Malcolm Gladwell explores the different types of genius and in line with our previous newsletter 

exploring the hard work done by geniuses that seems so easy but truth behind it, is often so different and not so easy. 

 

The economist named David Galenson came up with the conclusion, 

when looking at modern art, that there are two very different trajecto-

ries that great artists seem to take. On the one hand, there are those 

who do their best work very early in their life. They tend to work quickly, 

they have very specific ideas that they want to communicate and 

they can articulate those ideas clearly. They plan precisely and meticu-

lously, then they execute, boom. Galenson calls them conceptual in-

novators; Picasso is a great example. He bursts on to the scene in his 

early 20s and electrifies the art world at the turn of the last entry. I think 

that someone like Picasso is who we have in mind when we think of 

that word “genius.” But on the other hand, Galenson concludes, there 

is another kind of creativity. He calls it “Experimental Innovation.” Exper-

imental innovators are people who never have a clear, easily articulat-

ed idea, they don’t work quickly. It can take them a lifetime to figure 

out what they want to say. Who’s a good example? Cezanne. Every bit 

as famous and important a painter as Picasso, maybe the greatest of 

the impressionists, who reinvented modern art in Paris in the late 1800s, 

but Cezanne’s genius and Picasso’s genius, they could not be more 

different. 

 

In the music world the same applies, Leonard Cohen’s Hallelujah is a very good example of experimental innovation and 

Paul Simon is a good example of the Picasso in music.  Paul Simon once said of Bridge Over Troubled Water, one of the 

most beautiful pop songs ever written, “It came so fast and when it was done I said, ‘Where did that come from? It doesn’t 

seem like me.’” The song came out perfectly. You can evaluate it right away; it doesn’t require 15 years of work. Leonard 

Cohen on the other hand, spends 5 years writing Hallelujah. He finally records it in 1984.  When Cohen finishes recording the 

songs for his album, he takes them to his record label, which is CBS. He meets with the head of CBS, who is this legendary 

figure named Walter Yetnikoff. This is the guy who releases Michael Jackson’s Thriller and Bruce Springsteen’s Born in the 

USA; not a dumb guy. Yetnikoff listens to Cohen’s songs and says, “What is this? We’re not releasing it, it’s a disaster.” The 

album ends up being released by the independent label, Passport Records. It barely makes a ripple.  Ten years later Jeff 

Buckley finally performs hallelujah at a tiny little bar in the East Village called Shinae, where he happens to be heard by an 

executive from Columbia Records. Columbia Records ends up signing Buckley and he records his version of Hallelujah for 

the album Grace, which ends up being Buckley’s first, and only, studio album. It came out in 1994.  It was a huge disap-

pointment, and few bought the album.  In 1997, something tragic happens. Buckley’s goes swimming in one of the chan-

nels of the Mississippi. He is never seen again. That tragedy suddenly propels his work, and Hallelujah, into the spotlight. To-

day, everybody has done a cover of Hallelujah. Rufus Wainwright, U2, Jeff Buckley, Bon Jovi, John Cale, Bob Dylan, I could 

go on. It’s featured in countless TV and movie soundtracks. If you ride the New York City Subway on a regular basis, you’ll 

probably hear a busker singing it virtually every day. Every year someone does a version of Hallelujah, every year it brings 

down the house. Today there are over 200 cover versions of the song, and that is what is interesting about that song: it is so 

not Picasso; it is Cezanne.  

 

In our world of managing clients’ money we sometimes wish we had the genius of Picasso or the wisdom of hindsight in-

vesting. Looking back, we could have bought one or two shares for clients when we started our business and sat on our 

hands, clients would have had tremendous returns – if only we had that insight or genius. We don’t.  However, we continu-

ally assess our process and build on it making it more robust.  Often we only have one or two clear ideas that we will agree 

upon and implement. We don’t work quickly. We recently sold two of our long-standing holdings, and making this decision 

took a while and made us feel slightly unsatisfied. Only the future will determine and be the judge as to the correctness of 

the decisions we have made.  Fund management is more like a Cezanne, taking time, thought and continuous improve-

ment with the end goal clearly in focus, which is to provide good returns for our investors.  We very seldom have a Picasso 

moment. 

 

                Our insight’s 

Market commentary continued…. 

When we take a step back and filter out the political noise in the news, we see a world where the risks to economic and 

corporate profit growth in the final part of this year look low. Markets will have to contend with the gradual removal of 

some of the monetary stimulus, which has been supportive, but in the US and Europe this stimulus is being removed be-

cause of solid growth.  In the medium term, as this global economic expansion matures and monetary policy tightens, 

the risk of recession naturally rises but for now none of the signs that have historically warned that a global recession is 

imminent are flashing red. We therefore remain positive on the outlook for global equity markets. We expect a gradual 

rise in US core inflation and the gradual removal of monetary stimulus to cause government bonds to underperform eq-

uities. It is not at all unusual for equity returns to be very strong in the later stage of an economic expansion. While no ex-

pansion lasts forever, we think this one has further to go. However, we are watching particularly carefully for any signs 

that the currently rosy global growth picture is starting to deteriorate. 
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                 Report back on  our funds 

The Platinum BCI Worldwide Flexible fund 

 

The fund was up 4.26% for the quarter and has provided investors with a year to date return of 9.42%.  During the 

quarter we had good inflows into the  fund and we converted the  rand cash into US dollars which increased our 

overall offshore exposure slightly.   The total equity exposure is currently just over 72% with 76% of that exposure in 

global equities.  We recently made the following changes to the fund; We sold our holdings in Coca-Cola and Gen-

eral Electric, and we bought Williams-Sonoma Inc and Lowe’s.  Both the companies we sold had been flagged up 

by our process and were on watch.  This was due mainly to deteriorating cash flows and increased debt levels.  

Deciding to sell Coca-Cola was not done lightly as we have been long time holders of the stock.  On a short-term 

basis, the stock has had a great run, but with no real catalyst justifying the gains, we felt that the stock was overval-

ued and could be in for a collapse. Our main concern was the divergence between the stock price and the trou-

blesome trends that we have seen in both earnings and revenues over the last three years.  Currently we are in a 

phase of rising stock markets with volatility at all-time lows. We also have economies around the world (excluding 

South Africa) projecting good growth figures.  Generally good quality companies have become expensive and  so 

we are  still comfortable with our allocations to cash and short dated instruments. South African companies have 

been struggling, with very few local companies delivering above inflation earnings per share growth. The results that 

they are producing are very much in line with what we experience on the ground. Currently we have a very small 

exposure to South African companies in the portfolio and our SA equity exposure has been reduced over the quar-

ter by 4%. 

 

The Platinum BCI Balanced Fund of funds 

 

The fund was up 3.74% for the quarter, and the year to date performance is +6.59%.  The fund currently has an equi-

ty allocation of just over 52%.  This has been increased from 48% at the end of last quarter.  The maximum equity 

exposure in the fund is 60%.   The offshore exposure is at its maximum which reflects our continued negative outlook 

on SA equities. The blend of our equity managers has performed well this year.  Most of our equity managers have 

an exposure to Naspers which has been the share that has driven our market higher. Without Naspers the J.S.E. 

would have been flat for the year and negative over three years.  

 

 

The Platinum BCI Income Provider Fund of funds 

 

The fund was up 2.79% for the quarter and has delivered a year to date performance was +5.96%.  We increased 

the equity allocation slightly to approximately 30%. The fund can go up to a  maximum of 40% in equities.   The 

funds asset allocation reflects the house view that offshore equities are providing better prospects than South Afri-

can equities, and that South African enhanced income funds continue to provide inflation beating returns with 

much less risk than equities and property. As mentioned in our previous commentary, our equity managers have 

delivered improved returns this year and we are happy with our combination of managers. 

 

  

The Platinum Global Managed fund USD 

 

The fund ended the quarter up +1.20% providing investors with a YTD return of 9.66% in USD.  During the quarter we 

topped up on a few of our existing holdings that were below fair value.  The equity allocation has increased to just 

over 80%.  We sold General Electric (GE) and added two new holdings.  Selling GE was not an easy decision as we 

have been focusing on the positives that we believed would come out of the restructuring of the company.  Selling 

when sentiment is at an all-time low is never good, however the last earnings results showed a very bad result from 

the oil and gas segment and this together with the very poor free cash flow and high debt levels, and with the pos-

sibility of a dividend cut led us to make the decision to sell.  We still believe that the oil and gas division will turn the 

corner and start adding to the bottom line but until we have more positive and convincing guidance from Flan-

nery, we are happy to sit on the side lines and wait for another opportunity to enter if we can see the cash flow and 

debt situation start to improve. 

Lowe’s was one of our new additions.  Lowe’s is a one-stop-shop for both DIY customers as well as professional con-

tractors.  It has delivered steady growth from strong customer service combined with its extensive base of conven-

iently located stores, economies of scale, brand recognition, and massive distribution channels which creates a 

wide economic moat in an otherwise highly commoditized retail sector.  We have been watching Lowe’s improv-

ing its competitive position by investing more in technology and by improving its online sales platform.  It is a rela-

tively “Amazon proof” business, and it has been able to avoid the kind of disruptions that many retailers are facing. 

They have impressive sales, earnings and cash flow and are a well-run business.  Lowe’s has increased its dividend 

each year since 1961, which makes it a Dividend Aristocrats and puts it in the same league as companies like John-

son & Johnson and Procter & Gamble. 



              Stock in Focus 

 

We have been holders of the JSE LTD since its 

listing. 

 

JSE Limited is a securities exchange. The Com-

pany's segments include Capital markets, Post-

trade services, Information services, and Trad-

ing and market services. The Capital markets 

segment includes equity market fees, equity 

derivatives fees, currency derivatives fees, inter-

est rate market fees, commodity derivatives 

fees and primary market fees. The Post-Trade 

services segment includes clearing and settle-

ment fees, back-office services (BDA) and 

funds under management. The Information ser-

vices segment includes colocation fees and 

other market data fees. The Trading and mar-

ket services segment includes trading services. 

The Company offers a range of financial mar-

kets, such as equities and bonds, as well as fi-

nancial, commodity and interest rate deriva-

tives. The Company also offers a range of Bond

-based Derivatives, including Bond futures, For-

ward-rate Agreements, Vanilla Swaps and 

standard bond options. 

 

In the company’s most recent results, operating 

revenue fell 8.0% to R1.0bn impacted by low 

market volatility and low business confidence. 

Total operating expenses were well contained 

rising 1.0% or R8.0m to R644.0m (2016: R636m). 

Personnel costs fell R1.0m to R245.0m (2016: 

R246.0m) which was supported by a 1.0% or 

R2.0m decline in the payroll bill, largely impact-

ed by a 5.0% decrease in the average head-

count. Technology costs were down 3% or 

R4.0m to R129.0m (2016: R133.0m) driven by a 

reduction in the cost and number of contrac-

tors as well as a decrease in external project 

related services. General expenses rose 1.0% or 

R2.0m to R212.0m which included a once-off 

cost of R10.0m relating to an IT cost optimiza-

tion exercise. This exercise is expected to lead 

to a minimum annual reduction of R70.0m in 

technology operating expenses. Operating 

profit fell 19.0% to R451.0m impacted by a 

23.0% increase in depreciation expenses to 

R58.0m driven by projects which have gone live 

such as T+3 phase 3 as well as increased spend 

on equipment and server refreshes. EBT only fell 

14.0% to R583.0m impacted by the 14.4% in-

crease in net finance income. Headline earn-

ings and HEPS fell 16.0% to R418.0m and 486 cps 

respectively. Capex spend amounted to 

R97.0m for the period which was largely fo-

cused on the project to integrate the trading 

and clearing systems. Investments and capital 

requirements which are currently planned for 

the rest of the year can be funded from the 

Group’s own resources. 

The  main factors that impacted on the results 

were: First, the very low activity on the market 

over the period.  Secondly, for nearly six dec-

ades the JSE was South Africa’s sole stock ex-

change, but its “moat” has been pierced with 

three new exchanges being granted licenses.  

We feel that this change will be good for the 

market and the JSE, as these new entrants will 

make the management at the JSE more fo-

cussed in the service it provides its clients, and 

its pricing, going forward. In light of the new 

competition we believe that management will 

continue with cost saving initiatives which will 

lead to more retrenchment of staff, this will re-

sult in an approximate cost saving of R100m 

from 2018 onwards. Cost savings from the tech-

nology optimization project is expected to 

translate into around R70m of annual technolo-

gy savings from 2019. 

 

The JSE is a good quality company with a high 

return on equity, solid operating margins, histori-

cally good cash generation and has an un-

geared balance sheet. In addition, the share 

provides our clients with a good hedge against 

rising volitivity on markets. 

 
We feel the share offers value. It is trading at a 

historic P/E of 14.1 times, slightly ahead of its 

long-term average, but low market activity was 

subdued and depressed margins, which cur-

rently seem low compared to international 

peers. The group implemented cost saving initi-

atives which could translate into 200cps over 

the next two years. These initiatives are mainly 

focused on reducing the variable and fixed 

cost base which should better support perfor-

mance during periods of low trading volumes. 

The group’s revenue generation is geared to-

wards market activity which management has 

no control over. It is our view that the group is 

well positioned to deal with an increase in com-

petition. In addition, the proposed regulations 

around capital requirements will increase barri-

ers to entry. The share price is supported by a 

solid historic dividend yield of 4.3%. 
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